St Lawrence C of E (A) Junior School

Helping your child with Reading

The English bit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of reading.
The skills involved in learning how to read.
What we do at school.
Grammar and reading (SPaG)
Reading in the new Primary Curriculum
Ideas and resources for how you can help at home
Any questions?

Why is Reading important?
• Research shows that children who read widely are
more likely to succeed academically.

•Children who enjoy reading will not only be better at
English, but also at Maths.
•Reading is a big indicator of success in later life.
•Reading will make you a better writer.
•Reading will make you a better communicator.
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Keep reading with your
children, parents urged
Parents should continue reading with their children throughout primary school, urges
a report.
Too many parents ditch the daily reading habit once their child reaches the age of
seven, according to research for Oxford University Press.
Some 44% of 1,000 parents of 6- to 11-year-olds polled said they rarely or never
read with their child after their seventh birthday.
The report draws on research from the National Literacy
Trust which suggested that young people who read outside
class were 13 times more likely to read above the expected
level for their age.
It also follows a study from London's Institute of Education
published last week which suggested that children who read
for pleasure are likely to be better at both Maths and English
than those who rarely read in their free time.

Children of nine and beyond 'need bedtime stories'
to boost academic achievement - but fewer than
ever are read to at night.
Parents play vital role even after children learn to
read, new study says.
The findings come days after another study revealed that the traditional bedtime story
is dying out, with a third of parents never reading to their children at night.
Just 64 per cent of those with children under seven read to them at all, and of those, a
mere one in five get a book out every night.
The study showed the average modern day child gets three bedtime stories a week.
But a quarter of a milllion children aged seven or under, or just under five per cent, do
not own a single book.
In contrast, 91 per cent of those parents said they were read regular stories as a child.

What is reading?
“Reading is much more than the decoding
of black marks upon the page: it is a
quest for meaning and one that requires
the reader to be an active participant.”
English for Ages 5-16 (The Cox Report) 1989

There are two aspects to reading:
decoding and word recognition and
the comprehension of what’s being read.
Can you read the following passage?

It muts be fairyl obvoious to aynone raeding this that
raedres draw on thire konwledeg of how lagnuaeg
wroks, their abitily to recgonise wrods on sihgt and
their capacity to ues contextaul cleus to enabel them to
maek senes of what has goen before and perdict what
is cmoing next.

It must be fairly obvious to anyone reading this that
readers draw on their knowledge of how language
works, their ability to recognise words on sight and
their capacity to use contextual clues to enable them to
make sense of what has gone before and predict what
is coming next.

Assessment Focuses (AFs) for Reading








AF1- decode the text, read with fluency & expression
AF2- select information to answer questions & use as
evidence
AF3- infer information to aid understanding (read
between the lines)
AF4- identify structure, presentational features
AF5- identify authors’ use of language
AF6- comment on writers’ purpose and viewpoint &
effect on reader
AF7- put text in context and make links between
texts

You may be surprised by how much meaning you
can find in even a small piece of text. Read the
following text and answer the questions.
If you would like to, please use your
whiteboards!

As the afternoon light started to fade,
the cow stopped eating grass, stood
instead with its head over the gate and
gazed expectantly down the lane.

As the afternoon light started to fade,
the cow stopped eating grass, stood
instead with its head over the gate and
gazed expectantly down the lane.
1. What three things did the cow do?

AF2- select information to answer questions
& use as evidence

As the afternoon light started to fade,
the cow stopped eating grass, stood
instead with its head over the gate and
gazed expectantly down the lane.
2. What time of day was it?

AF3 – infer information to aid understanding
(read between the lines)

As the afternoon light started to fade,
the cow stopped eating grass, stood
instead with its head over the gate and
gazed expectantly down the lane.
3. At what time of year did this happen?

AF3 – infer information to aid understanding
(read between the lines)

As the afternoon light started to fade,
the cow stopped eating grass, stood
instead with its head over the gate and
gazed expectantly down the lane.
4. How do you think the cow was feeling?

AF3 – infer information to aid understanding
(read between the lines)

As the afternoon light started to fade,
the cow stopped eating grass, stood
instead with its head over the gate and
gazed expectantly down the lane.
5. What devices does the writer use to give us so much
information in a single sentence?

AF5 – explain and comment on writers’ uses
of language

On your table are some SATs Reading
Comprehensions from various year groups.
Look at the types of questions. Can you decide
which AF they are designed to assess?

Why is reading so important?


The ability to read fluently and with meaning develops
and enhances many skills needed at school including:



Vocabulary
Attention span
Grammar
Sense of well-being
Pronunciation
Understanding and interpreting
Memory
Communication
Imagination
Knowledge of the world

How do we teach reading at St
Lawrence?


Teachers have a focus during each 20 minutes
guided reading session.



Teachers’ English planning



Interventions :

•

Phonics

•

PAT

•

Love of Reading

How do we assess reading
at St Lawrence?


Individual assessment made during guided
reading and sessions.



Ongoing assessment during literacy lessons
and other curriculum subjects.



End of key stage assessments (Yr 6).



Optional SATs - reading comprehension tests
in Yrs 3,4 and 5.

Guided Reading


Aim to encourage children to become
enthusiastic, autonomous and thoughtful
readers.

•

Guides the children.

•

Gives focused attention.

•

Asks questions, promotes discussion and
interacts with the children.

•

Monitors and records children’s progress.

Children:
•

Contribute to discussion.

•

Listen to each other (under the
guidance of the teacher).

•

Learn from each other.

 Whichever

way we teach and assess
reading we want the same end product
…children to be fluent and confident, to
become lifelong readers and, above

all, enjoy reading!

Reading is a priority at school
 Reading

at home (reading race)
 Readathon
 Reading scheme
 Library

Impact of Spelling, Grammar and
Punctuation Test at end of KS2
The introduction of the new SPaG test last
year, which tests children explicitly on their
knowledge of punctuation and grammar at the
end of KS2, means that we are teaching and
assessing these areas more explicitly.
•

• Reading is essential to help children gain good
grammar skills. Good writing uses the sentence
construction, vocabulary and language patterns
of books, not of speech. We want children to
write as they read, not as they speak

Grammar in Reading
A Native American Myth

A man had ___ sons, and three of them were his pride and
___. The fourth was ___ despair. Squat and ugly, he spent
all day ___ by the fire, gazing into the ___, never stirring
to do an ___ day’s work. “What are you ___ exactly?” his
___ would ask, losing ___.
“Just thinking.” His face was ___ with soot, his clothes
___ with sitting in the ___ ashes: his ___ called him ___.
They ___ him a great many ___, less ___ names as well,
and ___ things at him – fish ___, apple ___, insults.

Grammar in Reading
A Native American Myth

A man had four sons, and three of them were his pride and
joy. The fourth was his despair. Squat and ugly, he spent
all day sitting by the fire, gazing into the flames, never
stirring to do an honest day’s work. “What are you doing
exactly?” his father would ask, losing patience.
“Just thinking.” His face was covered with soot, his clothes
black with sitting in the filthy ashes: his brothers called
him Ash. They called him a great many other, less polite
names as well, and threw things at him – fish heads, apple
cores, insults.

Assessing Grammar and Punctuation
Have a look at the examples of grammar tests on your
table.

Aims of New Primary Curriculum for English
• read easily, fluently and with good understanding

• develop the habit of reading widely and often,
for both pleasure and information
• acquire a wide vocabulary, an understanding of
grammar and knowledge of linguistic conventions
for reading, writing and spoken language
• appreciate our rich and varied literary heritage

The New Primary Curriculum
“Teachers should develop pupils’ reading and
writing in all subjects to support their acquisition
of knowledge. Pupils should be taught to read
fluently, understand extended prose (both fiction
and non-fiction) and be encouraged to read for
pleasure. Schools should do everything to
promote wider reading. They should provide
library facilities and set ambitious expectations
for reading at home.”

Helping with reading at home


Choose a quiet time.



Make it an enjoyable experience.



Maintain the flow.



Be positive.



Success is key – (books sent home should be
consolidation texts i.e 95% accuracy).



Visit the library.



Little and often is best.



Make time to read with them everyday at least once.



Share a range of texts.



Model reading aloud with good expression, pauses and
intonation.



Discuss new vocabulary.



Make sure your child sees you reading for pleasure.



Question them about what they have read.



Provide them with different methods of reading- books,
newspapers, magazines and electronic devices.



Read to your child!

